Getting Started with DEXcapture™
for your new DEXIS CariVu™

From the cornerstone brand DEXIS™, DEXcapture is the Imaging module that optimizes your DEXIS CariVu (and DEXIS intraoral cameras).

Once installed, here’s how to get started in using DEXcapture in your office.

1. Launch DEXcapture by clicking the DEXcapture icon.
   
   a. **Note:** The first time DEXcapture is launched, a registration window may pop up. Please complete the registration information to get started.

2. Configure your CariVu device settings using the toolbar on the left. To expand the toolbar, press the Display Settings slider button.

   a. Your intraoral device will appear once plugged into your workstation. Here you have the option to select the acquisition type as a still image or live, 5 second video. You may also select to capture an image of a single tooth or series option.

   b. There are two default series provided for CariVu (full mouth and occlusal full mouth).

   c. You also may customize a series according to the needs of your practice.

**CariVu Tip #1:**
It is recommended that CariVu be used on every visit with a new patient, on recall visits, before treatment appointments, during emergency visits, and on any visit where diagnostic precision may be needed. With no ionizing radiation, it is completely safe to use CariVu on pregnant women, children or cancer survivors.
Begin capturing images.

a. Press the ring button on your CariVu device to capture an image or to start your live stream video recording.

b. After acquiring an image, DEXcapture will automatically move to the next image in your series.

c. Images will be automatically saved.

d. Close DEXcapture to return the images to the patient’s record.

CariVu Tip #2:
The positioning of the device is the key to acquiring a quality image. The Acquisition Guidance feature of DEXcapture will aid the clinician in positioning the device. The top and bottom arrows indicate the direction in which the camera should be moved to get the best image. The main tooth icon illuminates when the best position is reached. If the device is too close, the image will be dark. If the image is too far away, it will be too bright.

For more questions on using DEXcapture, click the question mark icon in the top right corner of the CariVu screen, or reference the DEXcapture Software Manual.

888-ASK-KAVO or visit kavo.com.
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